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ABSTRACT

Grounded in biosemiotics (all levels of biological sign processes), a transdisciplinary study (The Isis Thesis) of
eight major Ancient Egyptian texts, reveals that over 870 decoded signs, including art and architecture, communicate
a unified matrix of pharaonic science, mirroring modern knowledge in microbiology, space physics, quantum physics,
evolutionary genetics and black hole theory. Put simply, the Egyptian afterlife is the quantum domain, and their deities
represent genes and proteins, describing the universal reproductive secret that links humans to Nature through biolo-
gy. This biophysical process is horizontal gene transfer (DNA exchange between species) for human evolvability (evo-
lution of an evolved species). The initial methodology included multiple reviews of the least corrupted Pyramid and
Coffin Texts to categorize 108 key themes that were synthesized into 30 major idea strands, defining textual events
and activities of major deities. From this analysis, a hypothetical biological model of primary signs emerged for further
testing in six additional texts: Amduat, Book of Gates, Book of Two Ways, Edifice of Taharqa, Papyrus of Ani including
the Theban Recension. Abductive reasoning allowed modifications to the working model with verification of Egyptian
principles supported by modern scientific research. A logical, holistic matrix emerged, explaining horizontal gene trans-
fer as an option for afterlife transformation, while comparing these events to the macrocosmic processes in the solar
wind/earth spin system. On the quantum level of DNA transcription, the texts depict and describe proteins binding, fold-
ing and tunneling, using modern terms and images to explain black hole/white hole formation/evaporation processes.
Thus, they translate a DNA wormhole into a quantum mechanical Einstein-Rosen bridge back to the Early Universe, a
process converting matter to energy.

INTRODUCTION

Cultural semiosis (sign processes) is linked to the interpreting human mind, yet mind is everywhere in
the Universe. This theoretical concept dealing with nonconscious sign processes is the inspiration of the
scientist and humanist C. S. Peirce (1839-1914). His ontology centered on the triadic relation of a primary
Sign to its Object for an Interpretant. Interpretation requires all three elements. T. A. Sebeok (1920-2001),
believing that language has biological roots, is credited with building the field of biosemiotics, which encom-
passes signs meaningful to other living systems, for animals also interpret. Thus, he promoted zoosemi-
otics, along with the importance of studying bacteria (Sebeok, 2001, 12). Sebeok supported the work of
Jakob von Uexkull (1864-1944) and his concept of Umwelt, viz., each organism's model of its world of
appearances. In 1981, Martin Krampen showed plants exhibit semiosis; in 1988, Sorin Sonea suggested
semiosis happens in the bacterial world. Thus, biosemiotics (all levels of biological sign-processes) was
built, and as Sebeok states, "Culture, so-called, is implanted in nature; the environment, or Umwelt, is a
model generated by the organism. Semiosis links them." (2001, vii)  

In Jesper Hoffmeyer and Claus Emmeche's extension of biosemiotics, the behavior of systems in
Nature is based on code-duality, that is, the continuous message flow between digital (DNA) and analog
codes (organisms), assuring semiotic survival through sexual reproduction (1987, 1991). Closely connect-
ed to this process is the view that human mental states have content or intentionality, while animals also
possess intentionality. Hoffmeyer explains that embodied existence is the key to understanding the men-
tal, so one needs a "biosemiotic understanding of evolution" to appreciate intentionality, which must have
evolved from something else and "been present as a germ in our most related animals." He calls this "evo-
lutionary intentionality" or the "anticipatory power implicitly present in all systems based on code-duality."
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Hoffmeyer explains that "in the case of the lineage the behaviour is some phenotypic representation of pat-
terns of gene expression which again represent the natural history of the lineage." (1996) The ecological
niche or Umwelt is the sign which determines the actual pattern of life and reproduction of the lineage.
(1996; Hoffmeyer and Emmeche 1991)

In an expansion of Hoffmeyer's "evolutionary intentionality," a recent study (King 2006) shows that
dominant human activities (sexuality, religion, science, sports warfare, and so on) are cultural biosemios-
es (biological message flows) explaining fundamental reality, viz., the copying of genes and coding of pro-
teins for two competing evolutionary adaptations for species survival: classical vertical gene transfer (VGT)
and quantum horizontal gene transfer (HGT), viz., the exchange of DNA between two different species. The
anthropological evidence examines the attempts of biopower1 to secret this knowledge, while also framing
a cultural theory of human behavior based on biosemiotics, evolutionary intentionality and viral genetics.
The facts suggest that humans are tuned to both the classical and quantum worlds via quantum state
reductions. This work (2006) is supported by a broad biosemiotic study of ancient Egyptian texts (King
2004), spanning 2000 years, showing that pharaonic literature, architecture and art mirrored a complex
knowledge of modern sciences, while explaining a human's potential for HGT after death. The texts sup-
port this option for evolvability (evolution of an evolved species) is mediated by an ancient virus called bac-
teriophage Lambda that operates as the world-heart of our Universe, generating two DNA texts producing
matter and energy. In addition, the core Egyptian myth (the merge into the light of the Sun-god, the
dying/rising Osiris, the brother rivalry of Horus and Seth, Isis' virgin birth of the Horus child, and the Great
Flood) mirrors phage Lambda's complex lifestyles (see Table 1). These same themes are present in
Christianity, other religions and mythologies, showing that religion is centered on microbial genetics and
quantum phenomena. What the Egyptians called deities can now be explained through science as micro-
bial proteins and genes, showing religion is grounded in science. During a time of evolutionary crisis for
Man, this knowledge disguised as religion explains the Egyptian Secret of Sexuality that can free human-
ity from myth and superstition, while offering an option for evolvability, or the evolution of our evolved
species via HGT.

Biosemiotics is all levels of biological sign processes. This transdisciplinary science holds that biology
is the basis of all signs and sign interpretation. Accordingly, biosemiotics should answer questions such as
what is the origin of signification and meaning in the Universe? What is the origin of the geometry of our
spacetime and quantum phenomena? This paper answers these questions, presenting evidence that
shows a universal attunement results from HGT via viral and bacterial proteins binding, folding and tunnel-
ing along the DNA in a manner similar to micro black hole/white hole formation/evaporation processes.
Thus, the texts explain viral transcription in a DNA magnetic field wormhole as a quantum mechanical or
micro Einstein-Rosen bridge back to the Early Universe, a process converting matter to energy. The paper
primarily uses references from R. O. Faulkner's translation of the least corrupted Pyramid Texts (PT) and
Coffin Texts (CT) and is organized as follows:

I.  The Attunement
A. Viral History
B. Quantum State Reductions
C. Earth and Stars as Guides

II. Egyptian Art, Architecture and Literature
A. Evidence for Lambda Lifestyles
B. Evidence for DNA-binding proteins related to Lambda Lifestyles

III. The Birth of the Limitless
A. Traversable Time Machine
B. The Thunderpop and Other Anomalies
C. Eye of Horus Numbers

IV. The Intuitive Twist
A. Modern Science Language mirrors Egyptian
B. Literalism versus Making Sense

V. Conclusion
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I. THE ATTUNEMENT

In Egyptian texts, the pattern of viral reproduction (HGT and lytic transformation) results in a universal
energy state, the pre-cosmic human or Interpretant that becomes the Universe itself. This attunement to a
universal continuity of mind freed pharaonic power from the Egyptian second death or return to the upside
down earth-world as matter,2 and they carved their Secret of Sexuality in tombs and coffins. Pharaonic psy-
chical knowledge of evolutionary cosmology affirmed mind as energy in the Universe through death, where
Man was "re-established in your original shape" (CT 20), while matter was deadened mind during life, as
confirmed by requests such as "I ask for a brain" (CT 243). Thus death was a passage to a higher energy
state via a DNA exchange with a virus, what modern science has classified as a lower life-form with high-
er order. How could this occur?

To answer this question, one must understand the nature of our Universe, that is, its geometry and its
holographic mode of operation. Before entering the black Duat, the Dead King states, "I fly up as a vulture
on this great plateau" (CT 205, 287). The deceased is like a vulture because he has died. The "plateau of
citizens" (CT 226) or the "limitless desert plateau" (CT 272) and the "plateau of the Great Foreland" (CT
278) suggest an extended two-dimensional membrane or a flat superspace, which physicists believe is the
unique geometry of our Universe. This is because the critical density of the Universe is exactly right to
make space flat. (Gribbin 2001, 95)  The calculations of Roger Penrose and Stephen Hawking, along with
the current expansion of the Universe, show that it began from a singularity, an extremely small, dense
point. However, a singularity can describe a collapsing black hole or the expanding Universe, which may
represent a large black hole. (88-89)  Scientists also believe that our Universe has a holographic mode of
operation, that is, the Universe's three-dimensional physical processes happen on a distant two-dimen-
sional surface encircling us, and what we see is simply an illuminated projection or hologram of physical
processes. (Greene 2004, 481-82) 

Related to black hole formation, the Egyptian creator-god Atum's sneezing or ejaculation of the cre-
ation can be compared to a supernova explosion, when a heavy star dies and collapses into a black hole.
It takes seconds for a star to blow apart, according to simulations of supercomputers. First, the iron core
collapses, producing intense heat and high energy gamma-ray photons that break apart iron nuclei. The
core electrons are forced to combine with protons to produce neutrons, releasing a flood of neutrinos.
When the neutron-rich material of the core reaches nuclear density, it stiffens, stopping the collapse of the
core so sharply that it rebounds, rushing back out in a process called core bounce. During core bounce,
the star's unsupported layers are rushing inward, slamming into the outward-bound neutrinos and rebound-
ing core, which thrusts the layers outward, reversing their course. This large mass of matter moving to the
star's surface forms a shockwave, blasting the star's outer layers away from the core in a mighty sneeze
or ejection. A supernova is born. As the star's outer layers are blasted into space by the shockwave, fusion
occurs, creating many elements that are found on earth and in our bodies. (Comins 2000, 310-311)

Atum is a sign for this primordial, generative act, from which the elements self-assembled into DNA,
and the texts state, "stand upon it, this earth which issued from Atum" (PT 222). DNA is a self-replicating
genetic material that is transcribed into an unstable messenger nucleic acid, RNA, which is then translat-
ed into proteins. This is the Central Dogma of gene expression: DNA to RNA to protein. Atum emerges from
primeval chaos in the shape of a serpent, suggestive of DNA, and Atum's realm is the regions of the dwarfs
(CT 114, 116) or the Planck-scale world, which some cosmologists believe existed before the inflationary
period or brief swelling of the spatial dimension in the Early Universe that preceded the Big Bang.
Inflationary cosmologists believe that this inflaton field provided the energy and negative pressure for the
outward burst of repulsive gravity that initially made space expand and inflate our Universe. (Greene 2004,
282-286).  

Also, in the afterlife, the Dead King's objective is "not to eat faeces in the realm of the dead, not to walk
upside down, to have power over water and air, to go forth into the day" (CT 184). He perceives our
Universe as inverted. Our Universe then may be a hologram or an invertible reflection of the quantum
world. In holography (Gr. holos 'whole' and graphe 'writing'), every part of the writing contains information
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about the whole. The hologram would then be the material representation of the whole writing or holograph,
that is, a three-dimensional image where information about the holograph is recorded. When our world or
the hologram is illuminated, what emerges is a rational three-dimensional picture that enfolds the whole
image in each of its parts. So if one cuts the picture into pieces, each piece would still contain the whole.
The Dead King states, "I am Re, I am Atum, I am the Lord of Everlasting, I am the beam which upholds
eternity" (CT442). So Atum in his quantum world as the Old One, the Sun-god, the Eye of generation, now
becomes the light from within that illuminates our three-dimensional material world or hologram. It may be
that the process of death is an upside-down movement of one's consciousness or mind from the space-
time realm of matter to the spectral domain of energy—an order of frequencies that is distributed, enfold-
ed and holographic. The texts describe the passage to this energy domain as a horizontal gene transfer
mediated by phage Lambda for bacterial transformation with specific viral proteins binding and folding in
funneled energy landscapes equivalent to a DNA magnetic field wormhole. In turn, this biological
Netherworld functions as a micro Einstein-Rosen bridge due primarily to the folding dynamics of cro and
cI proteins (black hole formation), in unison with the lac (lactose) proteins, which optimize growth and tune
evolution to function in new environments (Dekel and Alon 2005).

A. VIRAL HISTORY

It is interesting that scientists perceive the human genome as reverse transcribed and written back-
wards in places, suggesting that millions of years ago the human genome may have been viral (Gee 2001).
Our genome is also littered with families of repetitive DNA sequences that have no function, such as mobile
genetic elements (transposons) and tandemly repeated simple sequence DNAs (Prak 2000). According to
Desmond Nicholl, Senior Lecturer at the University of Paisley, Scotland, 97 percent of the human genome
has no known function (2002, 170). Of course, from the Dead King's perspective in the afterlife, the viral
part of our genome is upright and the rest of the genome would be reverse transcribed and backwards.
Reverse transcription results in a complementary DNA that is actually transcribed backwards and upside-
down.

Reconstructing early events in the transition from prokaryote to eukaryotic cells is problematic for evo-
lutionary biologists. Generally, biologists believe that Bacteria, Archaea and their parasites the viruses
emerged about 4 billion years ago to create life on earth. Operating as vehicles for viral sex, bacteria
allowed viral genes to spread widely. Around 1 billion years ago, Bacteria and Archaea and their viruses
fused into the Eukarya from which plants, animals and humans developed. Today viruses, which constitute
the greatest genetic diversity in the ocean, are important agents of mortality and major players in global
geochemical cycles (Suttle 2005). DNA from bacteriophage (a virus that infects bacteria) is present in the
human genome (Hamilton 2006), which is a jumble of ancient viruses with hundreds of genes encoding at
least 223 proteins from bacteria (Gee 2001). Evolutionary biologist Patrick Forterre of the University of
Paris-Sud, Orsay claims viruses invented DNA, and molecular biologist Philip Bell at Macqaurie University
in Sydney argues that the nuclei in complex cells are also descended from viruses (Whitfield 2006).
Hendrix et al. (2000), considering the origin of lambdoid bacteriophage, propose how this virus could be
built from nothing into a complex crystal cluster, with one icosahedral capsid gene functioning by itself as
an agent of HGT.   

In light of human genome research and the viral history of our planet, it does not seem unreasonable
that Egyptian deities are signs for microbial proteins and genes, or that a virus may be the world-heart of
our Universe. Egyptian knowledge also supports that human consciousness can reduce to the quantum
state to access knowledge of viral intentionality.

B. QUANTUM STATE REDUCTIONS

First, human intentionality is allied to the principle of code-duality: DNA (memory) and the organism
(behavior) (Hoffmeyer and Emmeche 1991). If, as Hoffmeyer (1996) asserts, human intentionality is a spe-
cial case of the more general evolutionary intentionality (memory and behavior of all systems), and phage
Lambda is one of those living systems, for it uptakes organic DNA and re-creates itself in a bacterial cell,
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then humans can access viral intentionality (memory and behavior).

Second, if humans can access viral intentionality, as indicated by their behavior, then our Umwelt is
tuned to both the classical and quantum worlds, as Egyptian texts and String Theory T-Duality supports.
As Michael Duff (2003) explains, "What T-duality suggests, however, is that at these scales, the universe
looks just the same as it does at large scales. One may even imagine that if the universe were to shrink to
less than the Planck length, it would transform into a dual universe that grows bigger as the original one
collapses." Edwina Taborsky explains that "the external and internal, the classical and quantum are not
exclusionary but are operating at the same time in the same space in a parallel process" (2001).  Similarly,
physicist Roger Penrose extends Einstein's theory of general relativity (mass relates to spacetime curva-
ture) down to the Planck scale to account for protoconscious information (Penrose & Hameroff 1998). This
means that consciousness and the body are embedded in spacetime (classical world), but can reduce to
the quantum state, activated naturally, as has been shown (King 2006), by practice, death ideation, medi-
tation, fasting, physical stimulation, and so on.

Also supportive of this reduction is Karl Pribram's research on vision. After fifty years of brain research,
his holonomic theory summarizes evidence that the retinal image is transformed to a holographic or spec-
tral domain. The concept of spectral domain includes the idea that colors, tones, and all exteroceptive sen-
sations, including those dependent on spatiotemporal configurations, that is, shapes of surfaces and forms,
can be analyzed into their component frequencies of oscillation. (1991, 28) According to Pribram, the spec-
tral (energy) domain is the Fourier transform of spacetime (configural). In other words, the input to and the
output from a lens performs a Fourier transform. Our familiar spacetime lies on one side of the transform
with a distributed enfolded holographic-like order called the frequency or spectral domain on the other side.
The retina and the visual cortex process an invertible transformation from a spacetime image to a process-
ing domain of at least eight dimensions: four in spacetime and four spectral. When the spectral dimension
dominates a perception, space and time evolution ceases and spatial boundaries disappear. (272) Thus,
humans have potential for quantum state reductions.

Still, is viral sex really possible and can HGT and transformation happen when a person dies? Avery
and McCarty (1944) showed that genetic material can be transferred from dead cells to live cells. Sorensen
et al. (2005) report that there is "significant gene shuffling by horizontal gene transfers among the domains
Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya––including plants, fungi and human cells." The Coffin Texts explain,
"ascend, O great one who issues from the efflux which comes into being from the human body" (CT 102).
Also "gather together for me what issued from my flesh; open for me the paths which belong to the
Netherworld." (CT 237)

C. THE EARTH AND STARS AS GUIDES

Egyptian texts give explicit directions using the earth and stars as guides to the Sun-god and
Netherworld at the northern polar cusp, where the Unwearying stars or pole stars mark true north. The
magnetosphere or magnetic field of earth is a plasma barrier against the solar wind. In the texts, this is
referred to as "House of the Net" and the "fishtrap of Re" (CT 474), having iron floats in the sky and iron
weights on earth (CT 343, 344). Decoded,  the iron floats are the earth's magnetic field lines which are gen-
erated from earth's iron weights or iron core. Both the Pyramid and Coffin Texts reference opening or split-
ting the sky's iron doors, descending on iron bands (PT 214) and other iron references showing that the
Egyptians may have understood the dynamics of earth's iron core and magnetosphere.  

The polar cusp is a unique location where a gap exists to the stars. Here Galactic Cosmic Rays from
supernovae explosions and solar energetic particles relative to coronal mass injections filter into the earth
system. European Space Agency Cluster spacecraft have found high energy protons at the cusp, which is
an element-enriched area of the earth where particles such as carbon (C), oxygen (O), neon (Ne), magne-
sium (Mg), silicon (Si), sulfur (S), and iron (FE) are present (Geiss et al., 1995a, 1995b; von Steiger et al.,
1995) for what supramolecular chemists call self-assembly.3 As mentioned, a lambdoid virus self-assem-
bles and the polar cusps are element-enriched to enable the process. The Sun-god is self-created and is
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advised to access the northern polar cusp where molecular self-assembly and self-organization is possi-
ble.

At the polar cusp, when the magnetic field is stretched by 500,000 mph wind blasts, earth field lines
tear in a process of magnetic reconnection that drags the solar wind plasma to regions around earth. As a
magnetic field line closes, it grabs a handful of solar wind plasma from the Sun's magnetic field line and
drags it toward the earth as it moves from night to day. Metaphoric language such as "who drag in Re"
(Theban Recension, Chap. 64) and Rosetjau, meaning "place of dragging" (Goelet 1994, 143) describe
this process. Also, the texts report that a Great Stairway exists at the element-enriched northern cusp, a
descriptive sign of the technical state of the cusp at this neutral point, where the magnetic field is zero,
where solar and inonospheric ions exist, and where the energy landscape of what space physicists call the
staircase cusp forms (Escoubet et al. 1993). According to space physics observations, also present at the
cusp are Flux Transfer Events (FTEs), magnetic flux being transported (Russell 2000; Russell et al. 1985),
correlated with the staircase cusp energy signature, which mirror Egyptian ideas such as the Sun-god's fer-
ryboat and the Great Stairway.4 According to theory, when space tears or high energy particles collide in
earth's atmosphere,5 quantum mechanical or micro black holes can form.

II. EGYPTIAN ARCHITECTURE, ART AND LITERATURE

The triangular profile of a pyramid and its tail-like causeway to the valley temple mirrors the morphol-
ogy of phage Lambda, which is a tailed virus with an icosahedral head in a sphere (20 equilateral triangles
arranged around the face of a sphere with 12 vertices, 30 edges). Similarly, the Theban Recension (Ch.
140) refers to Atum as the sunshine god rising in the sky: "The Mighty One appears, the horizon shines,
Atum appears on the smell of his censing, the Sunshine-god has risen in the sky, the Mansion of the
Pyramidion is in joy and all its inmates are assembled." (Faulkner 1972) This passage equates the Sun-
god (Re, Re-Atum, Atum) with the geometric shape of a pyramid, which is similar to phage Lambda mor-
phology. Further, the Deceased states, "I am he of the Pyramidion” (CT 422), and both Geb and Atum grant
that a "pyramid and temple" be installed and enclosed for the Deceased and his double (PT 534). 

Other evidence for phage morphology are the drawings on the walls of the Edifice of Taharqa (c. 690
BCE), showing the deities on the bark wearing long ceremonial tails. Of special interest is what has been
referred to as the nilometer, a long narrow structure connecting to a court leading to the east entrance of
the Edifice. The Egyptians measured the Nile River flood with a nilometer, which was a calibrated stairway
that descended into the river. Yet, LeClant notes that the axis of the nilometer is askew, and that he rejects
the name nilometer for the construction (Parker et al. 1979, 9-10). With its skewed placement connected
to the two-walled court into the Edifice and its architecture indicating a long, tail-like passageway to a four-
walled head structure, it reminds one of the head and tail morphology of phage Lambda. Further, literature
describes heads, tails, necks, and vertices, the same terminology modern scientists use. In Amduat Hour
Ten, humans have spheres for heads. Finally, the most interesting imagery for phage morphology is the
strange drawing in the Tomb of Ramesses VI over Doorway G leading to Hall H in Plate 182 prepared by
Alexandre Piankoff (1954). The imagery depicts an armless human form with serpentine legs and a large
spherical head.

A. LITERATURE AND ART DEFINE LAMBDA LIFESTYLES: LYSOGENY OR LYSIS

In the Edifice of Taharqa, Room E is the Chapel of the Rites of Djeme and the Divine Reentrance (Rites
of the Mound of Djeme, Plates 22, 23). The left side of the lintel in the Upper Register shows the King wear-
ing a kilt and ceremonial tail, with the "Wife of the God" holding a palm, and a priest carrying a standard
with a falcon on the perch (Parker et al. 1979, 49). However, the dominating scene is a mound with a wide
band arching above two outstretched arms with hands open to the sky, suggesting the two arms of the
Lambda genome. A falcon is centered between the arms on what appears to be a lotus with the plume of
Maat or "Truth, Rightful Order"6 on the right (Plate 22). The texts on the West Wall state the words to be
recited: "Mayest thou fall at the place of thy head, and vice versa! Horus protects the eye for him, the tst-
standard is saved, upon which one settles." (52) The text continues, referring to Amun-Re as "Lord of the
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Thrones of the Two Lands," (52) suggesting the combined activity of both Lambda arms. The text then
states that the btw-serpent is driven away," an echo of the Apopis theme from the Pyramid Texts. On the
left side of the Lintel and below left, references are made to the "Lord of the Sublime Arm," "The arm of
Geb," and "The arm of Horus” (53). From this it is obvious that the arm of Geb (left) and arm of Horus (right)
comprise the whole Sublime Arm. This Old Kingdom theme is also evident in the Pyramid and Coffin Texts.

The arms are the sign for the two arms of the Lambda genome or the throne of Osiris, the Eye of
Horus, the Two Eyes (see Table 2). Phage Lambda is a genetic control system involved in the action of
repressor proteins regulating lysogeny versus lytic replication. In lysogeny, the phage genome integrates
into the host chromosome, where it remains dormant and replicated silently with the host cell. Lysis is when
the phage genome begins producing progeny through rolling circle replication. Whereas lysogeny is regu-
lated by cI protein, the sign for Seth, lysis is regulated by cro protein, the sign for Horus. Texts support that
Lambda DNA or Osiris is the quantum world-heart of our Universe, producing two DNA-texts for survival.
Put simply, the left arm (Conspiracy of Seth) results in the creation of the human world, sexual genesis and
vertical gene transfer (VGT), while the right arm (Horus) results in transformation to energy, through HGT
and asexual genesis (cloning). Again, when cI protein wins the protein competition and binds both arms,
lysogeny and humans propagate via VGT. When cro protein wins both arms, the recombinant Horus
species is born through HGT and lytic transformation, Osiris rises from the Dead, clones are produced,
escaping the cell in a Great Flood. It comes down to a biosemiotics of Nature—mind interpreting in the
body or mind interpreting in the Universe, that is, matter versus energy. This is the meaning of the mythic
brother rivalry between Seth and Horus over the throne of the dying/rising god Osiris. Looking closer at this
well-studied protein battle for genetic expression, one discovers the meaning of more ancient signs.

In lysogeny, Lambda attaches its tail to the host cell, penetrating the cell. It then injects its DNA down
the tail into the cell. Once inside the cell, the DNA circularizes and becomes negatively supercoiled or twist-
ed reversely with a zig-zag backbone, referred to as Z-DNA. The Lambda DNA or genome (Osiris) then
must go through a DNA cross called a Holliday junction (see Figure 1) which is a seven base pair (7 bp)
branch migration or what the texts refer to as seven gates or the Boat of the Branch in Amduat Hour Three.
The Holliday junction is a site-specific recombination process responsible for integration and excision of
bacteriophage genomes into and out of the host bacterium. The genome then lodges on the host cell DNA
at a specific spot: the Hidden Chamber between the b-gal and bio genes. The b-gal gene is another name
for the lactose genes or Isis. The major portion of phage protein is derived from the lactose nutrient medi-
um, thus Isis as the Lady of Provisions plays a major role. The Lambda genome or Osiris falls asleep here
next to the inactive lactose genes that are tied off by the lac repressor protein or the Isis-knot. The genome
or Osiris becomes dormant, inert, or dead, to be silently replicated with the bacterial cell DNA, resulting in
our classical world and the Conspiracy of Seth.  
. 

The proteins battle over control of two promoters or series of three leftward operator sequences OL1-
OL2-OL3 and three rightward operator sequences right OR1-OR2-OR3, determining lysogeny or lysis. Cro
and cI are produced from opposing transcripts that both originate from the rightward operator region. Both
proteins bind to the right side but in a preferential order: cI binds the right OR1-OR2-OR3, and cro binds
the right OR3-OR2-OR1. If cI protein or Seth binds the OR1 first, it captures the entire operator sequence,
stimulates its own synthesis, and stops the rightful order of cro or Horus. Lysogeny is the result. Yet, CT
1181 states, "I am sitting on the Eye of Horus as the first of the three," indicating victory for Horus by bind-
ing OR3. How does cro or Horus win this battle for the operator seats and restore "Rightful Order" or Maat?

If the cell DNA is badly damaged by ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, the SOS response is triggered, which
activates the host cell protein E. coli RecA. This enzyme destroys the Lambda cI repressor and cro wins.
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The phage, induced by UV, then goes into the lytic pathway, producing progeny by means of second stage
rolling circle replication. RecA protein is upregulated by the SOS response and cleaves the monster LexA
Repressor or Apopis, which catalyzes its own digestion or poisons itself as the texts state. Forty-two (42)
genes are derepressed (Rosenberg 2001), the Lac repressor is cleaved and lactose is available. Seth or
cI protein is inactivated because Horus or cro beats cI to the operator sequences and binds first via the
rightful order. Osiris rises from the dead, goes through the 7 bp branch migration or DNA cross, and forms
a DNA arc (Osirian ouroboros ) to clone progeny via second stage rolling circle replication for head and tail
assembly. Millions of clones then lyse or burst the cell in a Great Flood. The texts indicate that the incom-
ing Sun-god or the Dead King journeys to Osiris' Hidden Chamber or gene seat, and second stage rolling
circle replication begins. HGT and Lambda lifestyles mirror historical religious themes: merging with the
light, the dying/rising god, the brother rivalry, the mother goddess, the virgin birth, and the Great Flood.
Thus religion can be proved as Science.

B.  LITERATURE AND ART DEFINE DNA-BINDING PROTEINS RELATED TO LAMBDA LIFESTYLES

Textual descriptions and actual drawings show a remarkable correspondence between serpents and
viral/bacterial DNA-binding proteins. When describing DNA-binding proteins, the Egyptians portrayed the
molecules as serpents with three, four or five heads that correspond to the protein's alpha helices (primary
structure) and beta sheets (secondary structure). Interestingly, modern scientists use the same terms the
Egyptians used, such as families, wings, arms, upstream, downstream, domains, fields, and so on. Our sci-
entists also classify proteins in families such as "winged helix-turn-helix." In the Amduat Hour Four (Seti I),
the top register shows the winged helix-turn-helix DNA-binding protein DRADA (dsRNA-specific Adenosine
Deaminase). Its structure reflects the characteristic wings or beta sheet loops and the three alpha helices.
(Herbert and Rich 1996, 2001; Rich 1999). The protein functions to modify viral RNA genomes and bonds
tightly to Z-DNA.  As mentioned, the Amduat zigzag course represents the formation of Z-DNA or reverse
coiled DNA backbone. Negative supercoils arise behind a transcribing RNA polymerase, which plows
straight through the DNA double helix instead of rotating around the DNA (Liu and Wang 1987) 

Monster Apopis as the Sign for the Monster LexA Repressor Protein

The Protein Data Bank is a public domain database of crystallographic protein structures, maintained
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York. It contains atomic coordinates for the three-
dimensional structure of biomolecules obtained using x-ray, electron or neutron diffraction, nuclear mag-
netic resonance or molecular modeling. The E. coli LexA repressor protein (Figure 2) is a structure con-
taining three regular alpha-helices and an antiparallel beta-sheet exhibiting a coil-like shape. Pyramid Text
502 describes Apopis as follows: "O Htty, Htty, you who go on your four coils, wake up, come and lie down
in your house…O Monster, lie down!" Apopis matches not only the structure, but also the function of the
monster LexA repressor protein that allows cI protein or Seth to function and helps maintain Osiris in an
inert state of lysogeny.  Induction of the SOS response de-represses at least 42 genes that function in DNA
repair, recombination, mutation, translesion DNA synthesis and prevention of cell divisions (Rosenberg
2001). These genes are usually depressed by the transcriptional repressor LexA. The inducing signal that
de-represses these 42 genes is single-stranded DNA, which binds to RecA protein (serpent Mehen around
Sun-god in Amduat), activating a co-protease activity. The texts explain this reaction, where the monster
LexA repressor protein catalyzes its own digestion or self-cleavage: "O you expectoration of a wall, you
vomit of a brick, what comes out of your mouth is turned back against yourself" (PT 241). When Horus wins
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Figure 2. LexA Repressor
Protein from Protein Data Bank:
Fogh et al. 1994



the protein battle, Apopis is slain, that is, it catalyzes its own digestion or self-cleavage.  Seth then becomes
a partner, Lambda lysis results and Osiris rises.

Serpent Mehen as the Sign for RecA Protein

RecA protein (Figure 3) is a multifunctional enzyme with two roles. In its first role, the protein mediates
strand exchange during recombination. The second role involves the cleavage of the LexA repressor pro-
tein (Apopis) during an SOS response. RecA protein has two smaller domains, stabilizing a six-helical poly-
mer of protein subunits and interhelical bundles. (Story et al. 1992, Morimatsu et al. 2002) A representa-
tion of uraei from the Cairo Coffin CGC 28083 map from the Book of Two Ways depicts a similar structure.
However, in the Amduat, the protein is depicted as the serpent around the Sun-god, which seems appro-
priate, for in its first role related to recombination, RecA forms a helical filament around ssDNA. In a co-
protease activity, the ssDNA/RecA filament cleaves the LexA repressor protein, which catalyzes its own
digestion. The crystal structure of RecA compressed helical filament reveals the Star of David shape.

Isis as the Sign for the Lac Operon

Jacob and Monod first elucidated the lac operon or lactose metabolism system in E. coli, which prefers
glucose.  If lactose is present in the bacterium, enzymes such as beta-galactosidase (LacZ), lactose per-
mease (LacY) and thiogalactoside transacetylase (LacA) are turned on for lactose degradation. LacI is the
gene (360 amino acids) encoding the Lac repressor protein, which actually loops the DNA into the shape
of an ankh at the lactose genes. When lactose is present, it induces the lac operon and binds to the repres-
sor, which falls off the DNA. In the core myth, the milk-goddess Isis, who is present on the bark, is the sign
for lactose entering the cell to induce the lac operon.

To the Egyptians, Isis represented the Magna Mater, the great creative power nurturing all living things.
Nephthys was her twin form and the consort of Seth. Isis' crown consists of a pair of horns between which
is a lunar disk, sometimes surmounted by the throne symbol. The Lambda prophage lodges in the host E.
coli chromosome at the site of the LacZ or b-galactosidase gene. With the prophage inserted here, the
LacZ operon may be inactivated, resulting in a nonfunctional galactosidase. (Nicholl 2002, 135)  With the
excision or removal of the prophage, this gene for lactose metabolism is vacated, leaving an empty seat,
or so to speak, an empty throne. Thus Isis' name depicts the empty throne or seat and the potential for lac-
tose metabolism, which is necessary for the birth of the self-created Horus lineage. The text states, "Isis
wakes pregnant with the seed of her brother Osiris," saying "His seed is within my womb, I have moulded
the shape of the god within the egg" (CT 148).

When active during lysogeny, the monster Apopis or LexA repressor protein also maintains the Lac
repressor protein, thus genetic expression of the lactose genes is tied off by the Isis-knot (see Figure 4) or
looped DNA. The Lambda genome is lodged next to the lac operon, and so to speak, Osiris is sleeping
with his sister Isis. When Horus or cro protein wins the battle for the arms, Apopis or LexA catalyzes its
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Figure 3. Crystal Structure
of Compressed Helical
Filament of RecA protein.
Protein Data Bank:  
Xing and Bell (2004)

Figure 4.  Lac Repressor
Protein (green) looping the
DNA at the lactose genes on
E.coli host chromosome.



own digestion, the Lac Repressor is cleaved and lactose is available for the excision of the prophage or
the rising of Osiris. DNA looping has not only been identified in the lac system, but also in other systems
such as the deo operon of E. coli, the lysogenic to lytic switch of phage Lambda and the human b-goblin
locus. (Saiz and Vilar (2006)

Seth's Ankh and Horus' Boomerang

As mentioned, Seth is the sign for the Lambda cI repressor protein (see Figure 5). The dimeric repres-
sor (236 amino acids) has five alpha helices and when it binds the DNA, it forms a large DNA loop similar
to the Lac Repressor protein at the lactose gene. (Revet et al. 1999)  It has also been shown that the for-
mation of this DNA loop through cI octamerization juxtaposes operator sequences in such a way that cI
concentrations are limited in the lysogenic state and permit efficient switching into lytic development (Dodd
et al. 2001). Thus two DNA loops or protein ankhs exist close together at this gene expression region, as
Egyptian imagery has amply depicted. 

Horus or Lambda cro protein is the serpent with three alpha helices or heads, carrying 14 disks, 14
heads and 14 stars in Amduat Hour Four (Tomb of Ramesses VI), indicating Lambda head assembly. The
dimeric cro protein is small, having only 66 amino acids (Roberts et al. 1977). When folded, the DNA is
bent by about 40 degrees into the shape of a boomerang, but still maintains Watson-Crick B-form (Brennan
et al. 1990). The Amduat Hour Seven god Shepes holding a curved object that looks like a boomerang indi-
cates Egyptian knowledge of cro structure, as does Horus in Amduat Hour Eleven (Figure 6), holding a
boomerang with a serpent's head. (Budge 1905) Thus, the victorious Horus or cro protein allows Lambda
lysis and the production of heads and tails for transformation. 

With this new perspective, the mound in the Amduat Hour Five (Seti I) represents the lactose genes
(Isis), and the black chamber above is the Lambda prophage site (Osiris). In the Book of Gates (Seti I), the
Hall of Osiris represents the prophage site of the Lambda genome on the host chromosome, transforming
the Judgment into a determination of protein levels. The pig is called Am-A, that is, "eater of the arm"
(Budge 1905) and represents Seth as a retreating pig. As the imagery depicts, with the correct judgment
or rightful order of cro, the right arm is not eaten or bound by cI protein or Seth.

III. BIRTH OF THE LIMITLESS

In first stage theta replication, the phage Lambda genome becomes a negatively-supercoiled structure
or a left-handed form of the DNA molecule called Z-DNA with a zigzag backbone. Recall that negative
supercoils arise behind a transcribing RNA polymerase, which plows straight through the DNA double helix
instead of rotating around the DNA. (Liu and Wang 1987). When cro protein or Horus wins the battle for
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Figure 5. Osiris inert in Amduat Hour
Six. Tomb of Seti I (Budge 1905)

Figure 7. Amduat Hour Ten
Image from Tomb of Seti I
(Budge 1905)

Figure 6. Horus and his
Boomerang in Amduat
Hour Eleven. Tomb of
Seti I (Budge 1905)



the rightward operator sequences, RecA protein cleaves repressor proteins, the polymerase (Thoth) tran-
scribes lactose (Isis), and cro protein (Horus) stimulates its own synthesis, resulting in a transcribing poly-
merase plowing straight through the DNA double helix or wormhole, as shown in the Amduat by the Sun-
bark in the middle register, a sign for the Lambda supramolecular transcribing complex of molecules and/or
proteins. This is also suggested by the text: "when the bark travels, it being dragged straight on" (CT60). 

Egyptian texts describe this DNA magnetic field wormhole as a tiny black hole connected to a white
hole, a micro Einstein-Rosen bridge or wormhole, a time machine for a particle or wave. Wormholes are
allowed by the mathematics of General Relativity; in fact, Einstein attempted to model particles as worm-
holes. As Erik Hornung (1994) observed, the Netherworld is a black hole and "the location of time past"
while "Time reversal permits us to leave the Black Hole." The technical name for this type of black hole is
a spinning Kerr black hole, discovered in 1963 as the Kerr solution to the vacuum Einstein field equations.
Having outer and inner horizons and a ring singularity, Kerr black holes drag spacetime. Due to the angu-
lar momentum or spin, the ergosphere or area around the rotating black hole, drags anything present in
the same direction the hole is spinning. Egyptian references to dragging the bark (CT 60, 818) indicate this
rotating geometry, as does the likely translation of Rosetjau as "place of the dragging" (Goelet 1994, 143).
References to the inner horizon (PT 669, CT 682) are present, which is also referred to as the middle gate
in the east, the Inner Circle, the Middle Sky and the middle of the eye (CT 159, 161, 164, 467, 641).
Further, references to doors keeping out the plebs, the secret gate and secret portals also refer to the inner
horizon (PT 373, 611, 667, 716, 724; CT 68, 217, 237, 516). References to both outer and inner horizons
are numerous (see Tables 3 and 4). 

Also, when approached from the inner horizon, the ring singularity is repulsive, allowing one to theo-
retically leave the black hole. Thus, the Book of Two Ways Text 1054 states, "No man is able to penetrate
the fire—he will be repulsed there" (Piankoff 1974), along with advice that the Deceased should pass by
"Repulsive-Face" (CT 1066). Further, Text 1064 states, "This is the door of the circle(?), the opening of the
Holes(?)," suggesting the existence of a second hole, a white hole. According to Sethe's interpretation
(which Faulkner questions) PT 291 is translated by Faulkner as: "Your honour is removed, O white hole,
by him who came forth from the fnt-snake." Coming forth from the fnt-snake is similar to the Sun-god's
departure from the Netherworld through a serpent in the Amduat and the Book of Gates.

In astrophysics, a white hole is a body that spews out matter or a black hole running backward in time.
When the Deceased states, "I eat with my mouth, I defecate with my hinder parts" (CT 105, 701), the texts
are describing this process. Modern scientists describe a mouth as an entrance to a wormhole. CT 1181
states, "my hinder-parts are those of the wrrt-crown," suggesting a white hole. Other Egyptian signs refer-
ring to the black hole are black eye and Red Crown, whereas signs for a white hole are white eye and
White Crown, which exhibits the shape of a white hole. The Egyptians had a very good idea of Kerr black
hole dynamics that lead to wormhole formation, and they actually described a naked ring singularity, the
circle of fire (CT 1032) or place of destruction belonging to the Red Crown (CT 712).

A. TRAVERSABLE TIME MACHINE

How does a spinning Kerr black hole become a time machine? A spinning Kerr black hole has a ring
singularity, a place of destruction where tidal gravity and spacetime curvature are infinitely strong. When
an entity falls in from the outer horizon, it rotates around the hole, inevitably crushed at the ring singulari-
ty, the second death in the Egyptian afterlife. However, if approached from the inner horizon or the axis of
the black hole or the north pole, the gravitational repulsion of the central singularity slows the entity down,
turning it around, and accelerating it back out through the inner horizon of a white hole. Put simply, the
space axis and time axis exchange places when one crosses the outer event horizon, and the future
becomes an unavoidable place in time or the crushing singularity. Crossing the inner event horizon, time
and space resume their normal axes, making the singularity an avoidable place in space, while allowing
access to the past singularity of the white hole. Ultimately, one goes through four horizons—the outer and
inner of the black hole, and then the inner and outer of a white hole, what the Egyptians referred to as the
opening of mouths four times. The Opening of the Mouth ceremony parallels the movement of the
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Deceased through four horizons, the breaking of magnetic field iron four times.

According to scientific speculations, inside a spinning Kerr black hole, the act of looking backward
would allow one to see a white hole or the past singularity, a full moon. Since a white hole is a black hole
running backward in time, the Negative Confession of the Book of the Dead describes deities "who come
forth backwards" and "He whose Face is behind him who came forth from his hole."

At the inner horizon, infalling radiation is blueshifted as it accumulates (Visser 1996). Egyptian refer-
ences to Field of Turquoise (PT 473) and the Blue One, Lake of Turquoise, traveling with turquoise, Lord
of Turquoise, and open door of the blue sky (CT 147, 220, 467, 468, 1003) indicate blueshift or the high
frequency light associated with approaching radiation. In contrast, radiation moving away from the observ-
er appears redshifted.  The Dead King observes, "he who departs is red and smeared" (CT 624), and "N
has gone up in the red hour" (CT 749). What is interesting is that the color change is not perceptible to the
human eye unless the relative speed of the source of light and the onlooker is very great. This suggests
that light-speed perception exists for mind in the Universe via a quantum state reduction. 

Due to quantum effects, gravity becomes repulsive and the black hole becomes a wormhole backward
in time. The Egyptian texts describe this process clearly, referencing inner horizons, redshift, pair creation,
the thunderpop effect, blueshift, throats, and so on, and support it with art depicting two-headed serpents
or wormholes. Yesterday belongs to Ani, and Einstein's math provides solutions for wormholes. In addition,
Visser et al. (2003) demonstrated the existence of spacetime geometries containing traversable wormholes
that are supported by arbitrarily small quantities of exotic matter. 

B. THE THUNDERPOP AND OTHER ANOMALIES

The CPT theorem, with its three parameters of charge, parity and time reversal, is a basic precept of
particle physics. According to the theorem's logic, if there is a violation of C, there most likely will be a vio-
lation of P and T. After discussions with Hawking, Andrew Strominger (1993) investigated CPT, finding that
in two dimensions, weak CPT invariance can be restored in a sector of Hilbert space by including the pos-
sibility of white hole formation/evaporation, viz., the time reverse of black hole formation/evaporation. The
Planckian thunderpop is necessary to nucleate the white hole into which CPT-reversed Hawking radiation
falls.

Hawking radiation, a possible manifestation of the Dead King as radiation or energy, originates just out-
side the event horizon. This effect is significant for micro black holes where quantum mechanical effects
dominate. Micro black holes are predicted to undergo runaway evaporation and vanish in a burst of radia-
tion. When mass is compacted in a small volume, gravitational forces are powerful, and everything collaps-
es into a black hole. In mini black hole theories with large extra dimensions, a brane of localized particles
plays the role of our 4-dimensional world of matter. A mini (4+n)-dimensional black hole emits Hawking
radiation both in the bulk and in our brane world. Since the Dead King escapes the black-hole Netherworld
and is associated with uraei shedding "light by means of their radiance [which cometh] from their mouths"
(Budge 1904, 184; Amduat Hour Eight) or uraei pouring fire from their mouths (200), a quantum parallel
exists between the transformed Deceased and Hawking radiance in the bulk. In a review on theories pos-
tulating the existence of large extra dimensions in small black holes, Panagiota Kanti (2004, 17) explains:
"The brane-localized modes and bulk modes live in spacetimes of different dimensionality. Whereas the
bulk modes have access to the whole of the (4+n)-dimensional spacetime, the brane modes live in a four-
dimensional slice of it, which is the projection of the higher-dimensional spacetime on the brane." Again,
this description defines holographic dynamics. Kanti explains that most of the energy of the black hole goes
into brane modes, but depending on the number of extra dimensions, a substantial amount of energy may
be lost in the bulk. This loss is perceived as a "missing energy signal by the observer on the brane." Kanti
points out that the radiation spectra reviewed refers to individual degrees of freedom and not to elemen-
tary particles. (36-46). Extra dimensions related to the Eye of Horus numbers will be discussed shortly.

Egyptian deities are signs for viral/bacterial proteins folding and binding in funnel energy landscapes
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to produce millions within a mirror process of black hole/white hole formation/evaporation to produce radi-
ation or energy on the brane (second death) or in the bulk (transformation). The preferred path permits the
associated thunderpop effect, with the texts describing it as a fiery blast of mouth, thundering sky, quaking
lands, broken mountain, and the raging White Crown. A well-known passage from the pyramid of Unas (in
Budge 1904, V2, 45-46, from Maspero, Recueil, tom. iv., p. 59) follows:

Poureth down water heaven, tremble the stars, go about the bow-bearers, quake the bones of Aker, those beneath
them take to flight [when] they see Unas rising [as] a soul like a god [who] liveth upon his fathers [and] feedeth 
upon his mothers, Unas this [is] the lord of wisdom, knoweth not his mother his name. Is the noble rank of Unas
in heaven, is his strength in the horizon like Tem, his father. 

In understanding black hole dynamics, one must also factor in black hole holography. Juan Maldacena
has shown black holes operate according to the holographic principle. All the information about the black
hole is stored on the horizon. Particles living on the boundary describe objects in the interior, which could
be very complex. Maldacena explains that spacetime (the interior) and everything in it emerges dynami-
cally out of the interaction of particles living on the boundary. The two-dimensional surface encoding the
information about the three-dimensional shape of a black hole is this boundary or horizon, thus the Dead
King is a horizon-dweller, has a seat in the horizon, and takes possession of the horizon, "so that those
who are in the horizon may live for this spirit" (CT 260). "My power is in the horizon" (CT 573).

In the texts, two-headed serpents and even the Sun-bark with serpent heads (Amduat Hour Four/Five)
indicate the idea of a wormhole or movement back in time to Atum. CT 755 clearly states, "There is put
together for me the worm of Him who approaches his father(?)." Other indicators are that the Deceased
desires to become Nehebkau (CT 84-86), a serpent "who is not scorched because of fire" (CT 88), a ref-
erence to the ring singularity.  He states, "I am the throat of Nehebkau," (CT 822)  and "I am king of the
sky, (even) Nehebkau who rules the Two Lands, Nehebkau who grants souls, crownings, doubles and
beginnings" (CT 647, 943). Nehebkau can be translated as "He Who Unites the Kas" (Budge 1904).

C. EYE OF HORUS NUMBERS

An apparent horizon is a structure of spacelike hypersurface that can be determined locally in time.
However, event horizons are global structures that cannot be detected during a time evolution (Schnetter
2003). The Eye of Horus numbers (l/2-1/4-1/8-1/16-1/32-1/64) are equivalent to black hole resolutions
determining the position of the inner event horizon via the apparent horizon. The numbers almost converge
on zero or the minimum radius of the inner horizon necessary to avoid the repulsive ring singularity, which
has a non-zero radius. 

Also related to the Eye of Horus series is the gravitational force. According to Hawking, in three dimen-
sions, the gravitational force drops to l/4 if one doubles the distance between two bodies; in four dimen-
sions, it drops to l/8; in five dimensions to l/16; in six dimensions to l/32, and in seven dimensions to l/64.
This situation would make earth very unstable in its orbit around the Sun, causing it to spiral into the Sun,
which would either fall apart or collapse to form a black hole. (1988, 164-65) The textual evidence suggests
that the Netherworld represents a micro Kerr black hole that is higher dimensional and charged. The cor-
rect name for this black hole is a higher-dimensional micro Kerr-Newman black hole. Further, Kerr black
holes have a gyromagnetic ratio 2 or spin-1/2, along with natural Clifford algebra geometry that deals with
the same series of numbers. Clifford algebras relate to vector spaces, their rotations and their spinors. In
addition, B. G. Sidharth's (1998) model of a quantum mechanical black hole describes the most fundamen-
tal particles in terms of Kerr-Newman black holes. So it seems that the Netherworld is comprised of numer-
ous vortices.

Finally, the long spiral of the Eye of Horus is a mirror image of the Fibonacci spiral, a geometric spiral
whose growth is regulated by a series of numbers (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 . . .). Converging on the golden ratio phi
(1.618), the spiral is related to the icosahedron, the pentagon, DNA and Kerr black holes. Dr. Mario Livio,
Sr. Astronomer at Hubble Space Telescope Science Institute explains:
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Spinning black holes (called Kerr black holes, after the New Zealander physicist Roy Kerr) can exist in two states,
one in which they heat up when they lose energy (negative specific heat) and one in which they cool down. They
also can undergo a phase transition (similar to the freezing of water) from one state to the other. The transition 
can take place only when the black hole reaches a state in which the square of its mass is precisely equal to phi
times the square of its angular momentum (in the appropriate units).

IV. THE INTUITIVE TWIST

The nature of infinity is this: That every thing has its
Own Vortex, and when once a traveler thro' Eternity

Has pass'd that Vortex, he perceives it roll backward behind
His path, into a globe itself infolding like a sun,

Or like a moon, or like a universe of starry majesty . . .

Thus is the earth one infinite plane, and not as apparent
To the weak traveler confin'd beneath the moony shade.

Thus is the heaven a vortex pass'd already, and the earth
A vortex not yet pass'd by the traveler thro' Eternity.

William Blake from Milton

A black hole phase transition, the sudden change from one state of energy to another, such as the tran-
sition from a rotating Kerr black hole state to a naked singularity, is similar to protein folding, a process by
which a protein structure assumes its functional shape or conformation. Bryngelson and Wolynes created
a phase diagram for folding transitions, consisting of three distinct regions: unfolded or coiled state, mis-
folded or glassy state, folded or native state (Mulcahy 1997). Protein folding can be compared to crystal-
lization in that a protein freezes to a unique stable structure in a funneled energy landscape biased toward
the native structure (Onuchic et al. 1997). Obvious similarities exist between the dynamics of proteins fold-
ing and unfolding and black hole/white hole formation/evaporation processes.

With the knowledge of HGT and viral and bacterial proteins binding, folding and tunneling along the
DNA wormhole in folding funnel landscapes, Egyptian accounts intuitively twist their descriptions into micro
black hole/white hole formation/evaporation processes, that is, a traversable Einstein-Rosen bridge back
to the Early Universe for an energy product interpreting as mind in the Universe. Taking into account the
holographic mode of operation of our Universe, the crystalline DNA molecule becomes the holograph, the
Real. The transformation to energy is then a quantum leap back to the Early Universe via a viral DNA
molecular bridge. 

The Sun-god navigating on the Winding Waterway, traveling the waterway to Re's bark in the fields of
the sky, crossing the river of death or celestial river (CT 359, 363, 406, 437, 473) treats spacetime as a
river flowing through a flat background, for the Sun-god "is on the plateau of the horizon of the sky" (CT
184) or the great plateau (CT 190, 205). In Hamilton and Lisle's (2004) mathematically sound river model
for a stationary black hole, space itself flows like a river through a flat background, carrying all objects
inward to the singularity. In a charged Reissner-Nordstrom black hole, the inflow velocity hits the speed of
light at the outer horizon, reaches maximum velocity between horizons, then slows back down at the inner
horizon until it reaches zero velocity at the turnaround radius. At this point, the flow of space turns around,
accelerates back outward through another inner horizon (Cauchy horizon) and bursts through the outer
horizon of a white hole into a new Universe. To note only a few textual references, this is described as "A
path is prepared for Re when he comes to a halt" (CT 1063), in Amduat Gate Five in the tomb of Ramesses
VI as the "Stop of the Gods" (Piankoff 1954), and in CT 391 as the "night of stopping movements." The sur-
face where spacetime slows to a halt is the inner horizon, and time ends here.

Hamilton and Lisle also discuss what happens in the rotating Kerr black hole solution. The river does
not spiral inward, but falls inward at each point with a velocity and a rotation or twist (a Lorentz structure
characterized by six numbers). "Changes in the river velocity rotate between space and time axes, while
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changes in the river twist rotate between two spatial axes."  This twisting or shearing is a parallel to the
zigzag structure of Z-DNA or the reverse-coiled Lambda genome, for the Lambda DNA wormhole during
lytic transformation mirrors folding funnel activity of proteins folding to their native conformation with the
dynamics of black hole/white hole formation/evaporation.  Hamilton and Lisle explain that the river veloci-
ty or speed of light then goes to "zero at the horizontal disk bounded by the ring singularity, then turns
around and rebounds through a white hole into a new universe."  In essence, the texts describe a physi-
cist's nightmare: the naked Kerr wormhole existing with closed timelike curves near the ring singularity.

In the Amduat, the journey begins at the western horizon or "Horn of Ament of the Horizon of Ament,
[which is] the utmost boundary of the thick darkness of the horizon of Amentet."  (Budge 1905). The first
hour shows the Sun-bark moving through a transparent curtain, the sign for the outer horizon or semiper-
meable membrane for information. The mound in Hour Five is the lac gene or Isis, the Land of Sekri, yet
the texts also describe this as "the Horizon(?) of the hidden country of Sekri, which guardeth the hidden
body (or, flesh)," that is, Osiris, "whose legs are bent round, the great god who keepeth ward over the flesh
of Sekri" (Budge 1905, 93-97). This is where the Lambda prophage Osiris is lodged next to the lac genes
or Isis. This second horizon is the inner horizon of the black hole, suggesting that the circular Osiris is the
ring singularity, while the lac genes or Isis represents the inner horizon of the soon-to-form white hole or
protein folding funnel of the lac genes. The Sun-bark is crossing the inner horizons between the black hole
singularity (Osiris) and the white hole singularity (Isis). In the Theban Recension, Osiris is described as the
slaughterer or crushing ring singularity: "O Lord of Terror who is at the head of the Two Lands, O Lord of
Blood whose slaughter-blocks are flourishing, who lives on entrails. Who is he? He is the heart of Osiris,
and he devours all kinds of slaughtering." (Faulkner 1972) The signs are dual-signified, indicating that tran-
scription of specific genes result in protein folding funnels along the Lambda DNA that have the dynamics
of micro black and white holes. In other words, the origin of the geometry of our spacetime and quantum
phenomena is the Lambda genome lodged next to the lactose gene in a simple bacterial cell. The follow-
ing comparison intuitively twists biological data into the physics of spacetime and quantum phenomena.

SIGN VIRAL DNA DYNAMICS MICRO EINSTEIN-ROSEN BRIDGE

Amduat Hr 4-5 zigzag course Z-DNA Black Hole Twist/Shear in inner horizon

Sun-god dragged straight on and Plowing straight through DNA (cro, cI, lac Straight down black hole axis avoiding Ring 
Wormhole serpent imagery proteins) versus rotating around DNA (cI, LexA) Singularity with white hole formation versus

rotating around to strike black hole singularity
(second death)

Sun-god journey to Hidden Chamber Incoming recombinant Lambda (Sun-god) on path to Observer moving down black hole to ring
Lambda prophage on host cell DNA (Osiris) singularity

Sun-god halting Stalled replication forks and change from first stage Turnaround point at black hole ring singularity
bidirectional Lambda replication to second stage or inner horizon where time stops
unidirectional rolling circle replication
(Osirian ring)

Soon-to-arise Osiris from Hidden Cro folding to native state or phase transition Phase transition of black hole to naked ring
Chamber (Amduat Hour 5)             to Lambda prophage excision singularity

Western Horizon (outer) to Second Phase transition to folded state of proteins Phase transition of black hole to singularity
Horizon (Inner)

Isis mound (Amduat Hr. 5) Unfolded coiled state of lac proteins (product of White hole ring singularity
Lac gene)

Sun-god movement between mound RNA polymerase transcribing lac genes for Movement through wormhole throat between
and Chamber Lambda prophage excision black hole and white hole ring singularities

Rising Breath/Energy of Isis Folding of lac proteins to funnel native state Formation/evaporation of white hole

Crossed arms; Boat of Branch Cruciform Holliday junction RuvA Protein Outer/inner horizons; rotation/shear of
time and space axes 

Osiris bent backward in circle Lambda second stage rolling circle replication Ring singularity and closed timelike loop
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A. MODERN SCIENCE LANGUAGE MIRRORS EGYPTIAN

Not only do Egyptian texts use language comparable to modern scientists, but they also explain con-
cepts using the same metaphors. For example, when spacetime ruptures at a singularity, spacetime can
be compared to a tightly interwoven piece of wood (space) impregnated with water (time), according to
physicist Kip Thorne (1993, 477):

The singularity and the laws of quantum gravity that rule it are like a fire into which the water-impregnated wood
is thrown. The fire boils the water out of the wood, leaving the wood alone and vulnerable; in the singularity, the 
laws of quantum gravity destroy time, leaving space alone and vulnerable. The fire then converts the wood into 
a froth of flakes and ashes, the laws of quantum gravity then convert space into a random, probabilistic froth.

In the Theban Recension (63B) the Deceased states, "I am that oar of Re with which the Old Ones are
rowed. I will be neither burnt up nor scorched." He continues, "I am that equipped oar with which Re is
rowed when the Old Ones are rowed and the efflux of Osiris is upraised at the Lake of Flames which does
not burn." Again, the Pharaohs use an analogy similar to Kip Thorne's, water-impregnated wood or an oar
in fire, to describe the dynamics of a singularity.

Also, numerous textual references to bathing in the Field of Rushes in the sky and "Horus Great and
Mighty, Lord of the Field of Rushes" (CT 131) point to the radiation field around a black hole, the heat bath
radiated by the black hole, a transition state in which both the black hole and the heat bath contain signif-
icant energy. A Kerr black hole can be in equilibrium with a rotating heat bath (Schumacher et al. 1992).
Because the cosmic background temperature is like a heat bath with a constant temperature related to
gamma ray photons bombarding nuclei, it can easily be described as a Field of Rushes, an appropriate
metaphor. In Amduat Hour Eight, the text states that the uraei "shed light by means of their radiance [which
cometh] from the depth of their mouths," an accurate description of black hole radiation using correct ter-
minology. Even odd descriptions of the Eye of Horus leaping in the east (CT 396, 397) can be explained
as the Bekenstein-Mukhanov effect (1995). Put simply, the mass of a black hole decreases when radiation
is emitting, and the black hole makes a quantum leap or jump from one quantized value of the mass (ener-
gy) to a lower quantized value. Despite 5,000 years of time, twenty-first century Man still uses the same
metaphors to explain scientific ideas. 

B.  LITERALISM OVER MAKING SENSE: EGYPTIAN TRANSLATIONS

In understanding Egyptian texts, the literal translation is of prime importance, even if it makes no
sense, for it may relate to New Physics or another cutting-edge science. For example, in Coffin Texts 33-
35, Faulkner notes that Hhw refers to primeval chaos, and to translate it as 'millions' or 'myriads' makes no
sense. His translation "O you gods who are in Chaos" is misleading, for the literal translation is correct
because there are 'millions' of gods or particles in the quantum Netherworld. In CT 154, the literal transla-
tion for 'hostile acts' is 'the extending of the arm,' which would alter the translation to "extending of the arm
by the destroyer against the heir of On," a reference to Seth or cI protein controlling the operator
sequences of the right arm of the Lambda genome. In CT 258, Faulkner translates "rise up wearing the
great White Crown;" instead of the literal translation "rise up upon the great White Crown," indicating white
hole formation. In CT 260, he translates "the Ennead being enwrapped and pure because of the great
White Crown." Replacing 'because of' with the literal translation of 'who are in the midst of' identifies the
inner horizon of the white hole. Other attempts to make sense result in translations of 'unique' replacing 'in
onement,' an indicator of nonlocality, and 'neck' replacing 'throat,' an indicator for a wormhole throat. In PT
301, Faulkner is aware of Seth's interpretation of "ducts" as related to throat, but he suggests that "ducts
or vessels ('throats'?) for conveying the fluids of the eye may be what is meant." He translates: "King brings
to you your great left Eye in a healed condition. . .with its ducts in it intact." In the same text, he replaces
"fighter with the arm" with "The Ready Fighter," leaving out the reference to the Lambda arm. So it seems
that much of the language has been innocently lost in translation to make sense out of texts describing
twenty-first century microbial genetics and black hole physics. 
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CONCLUSION

As the transformed Sun-god enters the Eastern horizon to the Early Universe of Atum, the darkness
lightens and the Dead King rises "upon the eyes of mankind in their circles" (Budge 1905). Theoretically,
if one looked back from the horizon into a white hole, mankind on earth would appear, although there would
be no return to this world. Put simply, Egyptian accounts are observational evidence carved in stone sup-
porting traversable micro wormholes, within which viral and bacterial proteins fold to their native conforma-
tion. The black hole funnel energy landscape of Lambda cI protein is the DNA-text creating life on earth or
mind in the body. In contrast, the black hole/white hole funnel energy landscape of cro and other proteins,
along with lactose metabolism creates the DNA-text for energy or mind in the Universe. In view of that,
Egyptian texts support the following conclusions:

1.  The Hieroglyphs have biological roots.
2.  Lambda is the origin of spacetime geometry and quantum phenomena.
3.  Mind exists in the Universe as energy.
4.  Religion can be explained as Science.
5.  The Secret of Sexuality is Horizontal Gene Transfer and lytic transformation.

Finally, human genome sequencing and the viral history of life on our planet suggest that a lambdoid
virus with its capacity for HGT may be a deep structure in our gene pool. However, human behavior (art,
architecture, religion, scientific cloning, and so on) mirrors Lambda DNA dynamics, suggesting it is the ori-
gin of signification and meaning in the Universe.7 To better understand the impressive legacy of Ancient
Egypt, Egyptologists need a biosemiotic understanding of evolution and evolvability, along with a greater
knowledge of New Physics and other sciences. With knowledge, pharaonic power became the Interpretant
understanding “the perfect Truth, the absolute Truth . . . the very Universe.” (Peirce 1904, 304)

Endnotes

1 In his History of Sexuality, Vol. 1, Foucault defined biopower as the "explosion of numerous and diverse tech-
niques for achieving the subjugations of bodies and control of populations" (1978, 140).

2 Related to the perspective of the Dead King in the afterlife, the "second death" is decoded as the return to some
form of matter on earth, which is holographically referred to as being "upside down" (Coffin Texts 201, 203, 205, 206,
211, 214, 220). See The Isis Thesis 2004, 80-83.

3 Terms describing the autonomy and programmed nature of building blocks in supramolecular chemistry include
self-assembly and self-organization. Self assembly is defined as the spontaneous association of several molecular
components into a discrete, non-covalently bound aggregate with a well-defined structure, e.g. binding with a purpose.
Self-organization is defined as the spontaneous ordering of molecular or supramolecular units into a higher-order non-
covalent structure, characterized by some degree of spatial and/or temporal order or design by correlations between
remote regions; will exhibit collective and often nonlinear behaviour, could include crystallization and related ordering
phenomena such as liquid-crystallinity. (Lehn and Ball 2000, 304)

4 For a comparison of the Earth's magnetosphere to Egyptian ideas from the least corrupted Pyramid and Coffin
Texts, see King, J. K. 2004 The Isis Thesis. Gaylord, Michigan: Envision Editions, Ltd. USA

5 See Kanti (2004) for a research review and references on colliding particles in earth's atmosphere.

6 In a commentary to the Book of the Dead (1994), Dr. Ogden Goelet interprets maat as "Truth, Rightful Order.”

7 Luminet et al. (2003) analyzed light data remaining from the Big Bang, observed by NASA’s Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotrophy Probe. Based on this cosmic radiation background afterglow, they determined the shape of the Universe
is a dodecahedron enclosed in a hypersphere. Although this claim was contested by Cornish et al. (2004), the dodec-
ahedral topology reinforces the main conclusion of The Isis Thesis that the micro-structure that left this signature at
the origin of Time was phage Lambda, which has an icosahedral phage conformation of 20 triangles arranged around
a sphere. In Timaeus, Plato also described the cosmos as a dodecahedron (dual to the icosahedron).
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APPENDIX

Table 1: Genetic Translation of Osirian Myth

English translations by R. O. Faulkner (1969, 1973-78) of the core Egyptian myth from the least-corrupted Pyramid
and Coffin Texts include seven themes: 1) Merging with the Sun-god or Light, 2) Brother rivalry of Seth/Horus, 3) Osiris
dead, 4) virgin birth by Milk-Goddess Isis, 5) the Cross, and 6) Osiris risen, 7) the Great Flood/millions. In the texts,
the brothers Horus and Seth compete for the throne of their father Osiris, which is the Eye of Horus. Seth injures the
Eye of Horus by stealing the left half. This results in two Eyes or two arms. When Seth wins the left Eye or arm, Osiris
dies or becomes inert. When the firstborn Horus wins back the left Eye or arm, the Eye of Horus is whole, the two gods
are at peace, and Osiris rises from the dead with the help of his sister/wife, the Milk-Goddess Isis, whose power cre-
ates by virgin birth. With the injury to Osiris removed, he then establishes millions that ascend into the starry heavens
as the offspring or child Horus. Decoded, the Sun-god and Osiris represent the Lambda genome. Seth (cI protein)
becomes the father of the human race by his possession of the left arm of the Lambda genome (lysogeny). With Horus'
(cro protein) victory over Seth, both arms are operative under "Rightful Order" (Maat), the two gods are reconciled,
Osiris rises from the dead, resulting in the HGT and lytic transformation of the Dead King. Eight major texts spanning
2000 years support a semiotics of Nature asserting that the Lambda genome is the world-heart that creates mass or
mind as matter, then converts it to energy or mind in the Universe. (King 2004)

Biological Osirian Myth Chemical Reaction of HGT mediated by phage Lambda 

1) Deceased merges with Sun-god or Light recombination of human DNA with Lambda DNA for HGT and transformation in 
bacterial host cell

2) Brother rivalry (Horus v. Seth) Lambda cro protein or lysis (Horus) v. Lambda cI protein or lysogeny (Seth); full 
function of genome is left (Seth) and right (Horus) arms of Lambda genome under 
cro (Horus) protein control for lysis (No brother rivalry)

3) Osiris dead Lambda prophage (Osiris) dormant on host chromosome (lysogeny)

4) Virgin birth by Mother/Milk Goddess Isis lactose nutrient (Isis) for asexual lytic replication of phage progeny 
(prophage integrates into host chromosome next to lactose genes)*

5) Cross Lambda genome (Osiris) enters and exits host chromosome through actual DNA
cross called a Holliday Junction (Holliday 1964; Sharples 2001; Sharples et al. 
1999)

6) The Opisthotonos of Osiris risen  After excision (exit) of prophage (Osiris), rolling circle replication or actual DNA arc
produces phage progeny (lysis)

7) Great Flood of millions (child Horus or Lysis or efflux from cell of clones
“light people’) 

* Protein expression from the lac system in the E. coli host bacterium can be rapidly tuned by evolution to function optimally in new environments
(Dekel and Alon 2005).

Table 2: The Interconnected Metasymbols relating to the Eye of Horus (Matrix 4 from The Isis Thesis, 2004)

The Eye of Horus

The Eye of Seth The Whole Eye The Eye of Horus

Red, green, Lower Egyptian Crown Double Crown White, Upper Egyptian Crown
Black Bull Double Bull White Bull
Lesser Ennead, Hidden Nine Two Enneads Greater Ennead
Black, left, empty, green, sweet eye Two Eyes White, right, full eye
Southern Land Two Lands Northern Land
Vanquished Rebel Seth Two Rivals, Brothers, Contestants Victorious Risen Horus
Southern, Lower Mounds Two Mounds Northern, Upper Mounds
Left arm, hand of earth, destroyer Two arms, hands Right arm, right hand of sky
Lower Egypt Two Conclaves Upper Egypt
3 earth portions or House of Thoth Field of Offerings/7 portions bread 4 sky portions or House of Horus
Iron Bowl of Seth’s Eye Two Bowls of Milk Horus’ Bowl
1 pillar Two Pillars of Mansion of Six 1 pillar
Iron of Lower Egypt Iron Throne of Osiris/King Iron of Upper Egypt
Moon Eye Sun and Moon Eyes Sun Eye
1 jaw Two jaws 1 jaw 
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Table 3. Sampling of Black Hole/White Hole Dynamics in the Pyramid Texts (PT)

PT REFERENCE POSSIBLE SCIENTIFIC MEANING

365.454.582.600.601.669 King is great and round; King's face is jackal, middle is  molecular morphology 
Celestial Serpent; King's construction is pyramid; "he
has no legs, no arms;

421.439.475.519 Pole of sky; King stands up in north of sky; polar axis of Black Hole (BH)
satiety to me at pole; King reaches height of sky;

262.267.301.481 Reed-floats of sky are set to cross to horizon; Magnetic Field Lines
Thicket of Reeds; great float user; King crosses to Re 
on Reed-floats;

272.360 "O Height which is not sharpened, gate of the sky" Horizon topology
and Portal of the Abyss"

611 Great waters joined together for King (bolt open in One photon sphere at pole
Double Ramgate)

215.262.264.265.301.452. King and Double do not perish; King in horizon with Pair creation in presence of 
469.534.556.677.726 Double; Double escorts King; spirit in horizon a horizon

217.222.251.254.257.265 .267 King rises in horizon; takes possession of horizon; is Black Hole Holography
273-274.317.513.677 not opposed in horizon; is a horizon dweller; ascends

from the horizon; takes seat in horizon;
is Lord of horizon

273-274.456.692c "His power is in the horizon"; BHs are described by large no. 
of particles on boundary 
(holography)

246.275.374.412.422.610. Doors of horizon; King opens double doors; sky doors open; Inner/Outer Horizons
670 door of sky at horizon opens; doors of celestial expanses

are thrown open;

373.611.667.716.724        Double Ramgate keeps out plebs; doors which Inner horizon
keep out plebs; "open doors which keep out the plebs";
"open the bolt in double Ramgate"; doors keeping plebs
out are open for King;

254.261.580 Sinking into earth for full span; King is 'stretched out a Black hole stretching
stretching'; stretched bull;

459.461.515.534.548.558.690 Descend into Great Valley; Abyss; Celestial serpent; Black hole 
travelling of Great Black One; Mountains of Blackness

359.363.406.437.473 Winding Waterway; King crosses river of death; River Model of Spacetime
waterway for Re's bark in fields of sky; King crosses
celestial river;

283.301.746 Throat of my heart be clean; throat lengthened; Wormhole throat
"King brings to you your great left Eye in a healed
condition. .  with its ducts in it intact" (Seth translates ducts
related to throat); "in the road, that your throat may breathe
by means of it--a uraeus-serpent"

291.703 "your honour is removed, O white (hole), by him who came White hole (WH)
forth from the frt-snake"; "for this mother of yours is the
great hwrt-serpent, white of head cloth"

332.600 King escapes from coiled serpent in blast of fire, "having Ascension from hole to past
turned myself about"; his back is turned to Atum;

405.486.627 King is eye that turns back years; King is born aforetime; Past light cone; singularity
King is first-born bringing year to end;

337.509.510.511.519.627.667. Sky thunders, earth quakes when King ascends; earth Thunderpop; evaporation
669.685.719.720 hacked up; gods ascend and sky separates from earth;

King ascends in great storm from inner horizon; 
2 mountains split, the god comes into being;

273-274 He over the reddening; Redshift

473 Field of Turquoise Blueshift
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419.443 Field of Rushes in sky; Gamma ray heat bath

470.471.478.479.504.505.507. Bathe in Field of Rushes at dawn; lotus-flower in Field; Gamma ray heat bath
510.512.525.563.564.567

258.267.311.467.510.670.671 King is Osiris in dust devil bound to sky on wind; Radiation
Ascends on smoke of censing; reached sky as locust;
Horus on Great Flood; 

264.359.368.502c.505.506.507. 4 gods as staffs of sky; 4 gods and completeness; 4 spirits; 4 Forces unified
519.556.573.576.609.644.670. King is 4 children; 4 black-haired children, at East; 4 youths;
684.688.738 1 of 4 gods; children of Horus carry King; 4 children raise King; 

King is 1 of 4 beings Atum begot; King is 4th of 4 gods;

TABLE 4. SAMPLING OF BLACK HOLE/WHITE HOLE DYNAMICS IN THE COFFIN TEXTS (CT)

CT REFERENCE POSSIBLE SCIENTIFIC MEANING

20.153 Re-established in original shape; those in coils; molecular morphology

75.1028.1033 I am merged in the god; I am Lord of Terror; join Re's fire; molecular bonding/HGT

143.238.823.828 assemble N's dependants; gather what issued from flesh; molecular self-assembly
N or Deceased is self-created;

343.347.581.1030.1099 stand at polar region for ferryboat; northern portal; polar axis
N lands in northern sky; great polar quarter;

455.473.816 cords on mouth; net; fishtrap; iron broken; magnetic field lines

154.236 hushing of mouth; injury to Re's mouth; close mouth; no wormhole mouths

4.10.153.404.510.515 Earth opens mouth; opens Western horizon; Black Hole

45 Great Void Black Hole vacuum

9.81.251 N is not annihilated; beget men in horizon; double remains; Pair creation

29.75.148.150.239.256.286. Ascend to Re in horizon; reach, enter or conquer horizon; Horizon
306.363.699 in limits of horizon;

260.573.938.1016 Mighty ones dwell in horizon; power in horizon; Black Hole Holography
N takes possession of horizon;

98 Outer chamber of Thoth Outer horizon

44.45.76.91.95.107.128.143. Doors of sky; portals; gates; great double door; Inner/Outer Horizons
190.849

68.217.237.516 doors keeping out plebs; secret gate; secret portals; Inner horizon
double doors keep out plebs

168.169.170.171.559 joining river-banks one photon sphere at pole;

44.50.335 Re rises from Double Gates; sacred portal is double doors White Hole inner/outer horizons
in East;

159.161.164.467.641.682 Re issues from middle gate in east; Inner Circle and Inner Horizon
Middle Sky; N in middle of eye; within inner horizon;

163 Winding Waterway River Model of Spacetime

218.365.1077.1100 N is stretched out straight; Great West stretches bones; Black Hole stretching
He who stretches out the leg; stretches bow-warp;

60.818 Bark dragged straight on; dragging the boats; Black Hole dragging

642 spirits circle round; Black Hole circling/dragging

33-35.45.94.114.164.205.273. Wine-press God; Slaughterer; place of execution; Ring singularity
307.335.473.573.656.712 places of slaughter; Lakes of Destroyer; Swallower of
1032 Myriads; place of destruction belongs to Red Crown;

Circle of fire;
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88.218.246.24.335.343.344. N is serpent not scorched by fire; came forth from heat; escapes ring singularity
358.359.362.358.359.799 coming forth from fire behind sky; save N from slaughter
1033 god in interior Lake of Fire; pass through place of execution;

N is unscorched oar of Re; to escape from fire; pass over 
Circle of fire;

1063 Re comes to halt and a path is prepared repulsive ring singularity

229.256.319.481.689.861.945 Life for throat; knit throats; open throat; broken throat; wormhole throat
might on N's throat; Eye of Horus opens throat; throat is Re;

84-86.88.822.647.943 Becoming Nehebkau; N is throat of Nehebkau; wormhole throat

466.934 Serpent boat; N receives black and white Eyes; wormhole (BH + WH)

44.258.265.467.646.853.858 Crown Mighty-of-Magic; rise wearing White Crown; White Hole
859.860 Horus in midst of White Crown; I am the moon; well of

Abydos; those in full moon; take white Eye of Horus;

44.170.172.469.701.755.757 Fiery Serpent; Two Lands united; joined land; Eye is Wormhole
worm of Him put together; White + Red crowns;

117.164.321.660.673 paths of His-face-is-behind-him; N turns his serpent about; Past singularity of WH
know him aforetime; before sky/earth existed; seeing backward
with lamp behind you;

165.297.330.693 4 times; cut winds off 4 times; 4 horizons

313.316.317.334.444.445.486. ascending Atum's striking power; fiery blast of mouth; Thunderpop
529.647.709.741.1000 sky trembles; Two Lands quake; N demolishes portal;

mountain broken; dust-devil; earth ploughed up; earth quakes;
raging of White Crown;

30.131.161 Row to Field of Rushes; Horus of Field or Rushes; Gamma Ray Bath

44.394.624.664.749.853 Redden the cords; redness; he who departs is red and Redshift
smeared; reddest of the ruddy; N goes up at red hour;
glory with the red ones;

147.220.467.468.1003 Blue One; Lake of Turquoise; travelling with turquoise; Blueshift
Lord of Turquoise; open door of blue sky;

473 White Crown of lapis lazuli; White hole/blue sheet

396.397 Eye of Horus leaps in East Radiation emission

76.1017 Atum spat N out from mouth and breath of throat; Radiation
what is in throat is lifted up;

169.241.317.318.362.689. N is Great Flood; Lord of Flood; great efflux; Radiation
1099 Chaos-gods (millions) display great secret; I will establish

Millions;

245.283.318 Star from plumes of Re; flame from horizon; Radiation
flame on mouth;

39.316.317 N is Old One, primeval  one; Atum or Pre-cosmic Human

78.682 I am eternity; bring year to end; Timelessness

61.240.575.768.948.1076 supports of sky; 4 Horus; 4th spirit; 4 faces; 4 Forces unified

123 N is 4th of 4 gods; Gravity
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